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Production and characterization of a fully ionized He plasma channel
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We report guiding of intense (I 51.360.731017W/cm2) 80 fs laser pulses with negligible spectral
distortion through 1.5-cm-long preformed helium plasma channels. Channels were formed by
axicon-focused laser pulses of either 0.3 J energy, 100 ps duration, after preionizing a 200–700 Torr
backfill of He gas tone;1016cm23 with a pulsed electrical discharge; or 0.6–1.1 J energy, 400 ps
duration, which required neither preionization nor intentional impurities for seeding. Transverse
interferometry showed that He was fully ionized on the channel axis in both cases. Identical
femtosecond pulses suffered substantial ionization-induced blueshifts after propagating through Ar
and Ne channels of similar dimensions. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
@S0003-6951~00!04648-9#

Plasma waveguides capable of guiding intense femtosec-
ond ~fs! laser pulses over multiple Rayleigh lengths without
optical distortion are essential to developing practical laser-
driven plasma accelerators and coherent short-wavelength
light sources.1 Although sufficiently intense pulses can self-
guide by relativistic self-focusing,2–4 preformed plasma
channels5–7 offer superior control over the mode quality of
the guided pulse.8 Milchberg and co-workers6–8 have devel-
oped a method for producing 2 cm long, 10–50mm radius
channels of excellent optical quality by ionizing and heating
heavy noble gases or N2 with axicon-focused 0.3 J, 100 ps
Nd:Y3Al5O12 ~Nd:YAG! laser pulses to induce a radially ex-
panding shock. However, these pulses generally leave the
channel only partially ionized, and its entrance/exit regions
nearly un-ionized. Consequently, ionization-induced phase
modulation can distort intense fs pulses propagating through
the channel and end regions. Solutions to this problem so far
have been either expensive~e.g., generating, in addition to
channel forming and guided pulses, a third intense pulse to
completely preionize the channel!, incomplete~e.g., finding
conditions for which most channel ions are stripped to noble
gas cores, thus leaving an ionization-free intensity ‘‘win-
dow’’ !, or limited in length scalability~truncating end re-
gions by using a gas jet!.9,10 In this letter, we demonstrate
distortion-free propagation of 0.3 TW laser pulses through
1.5 cm long,fully ionized He plasma channelsand their un-
ionized end regions. Past channel-forming pulses lacked
the peak intensity to field-ionize enough He atoms to
seed avalanche ionization~AI !—the main breakdown
mechanism—by the same pulse. We have overcome this
problem by either:~1! striking a 2 cmlong preplasma (ne

;1016cm23) in a He backfill with an inexpensive pulsed
electrical discharge, thus seeding AI by our synchronized
100 ps, 0.3 J Nd:YAG channel-forming pulse; or~2! length-
ening the Nd:YAG pulse to 400 ps and amplifying it to
.0.6 J so that AI and inverse bremsstrahlung~IB! heating

have sufficient time to build up even from field ionized trace
contaminants (ne

con!1016cm23) without a preplasma. In ad-
dition the high field-ionization threshold (I P524.6 eV) of
He suppresses ionization by the guided pulse in the end re-
gions. Thus we can form a distortion-free channel in a back-
fill, which is more length scalable and uniform in density
than a gas jet. Ionization in H2 occurs;3.53 further from
the focus than in He, giving He the advantage of a shorter
coupling region.

Figure 1 shows a schematic of our experiment. The 100
ps, 0.3 J Nd:YAG laser pulse~P1! from a self-filtering re-
generative amplifier11 is line focused by an axicon lens to
generate a plasma channel. An;30 mJ, 80 fs Ti:S laser
pulse~P2! is focused with anf /8 off-axis parabolic mirror,
reflected from a dichroic mirror into a 2 mmdiameter axial
hole in the axicon and coupled into the channel. Its trans-
verse mode entering or exiting the channel is imaged onto
CCD1 by L1 or into a spectrometer by L2. The channel
profile is probed transversely by a Mach–Zehnder interfer-
ometer using probe pulse~P3!, which is split from P1 and
delayed23 ns,DT2,11 ns. The interferogram is imaged
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FIG. 1. Experimental layout. P1: Nd:YAG channel-forming pulse. P2: 80 fs,
0.4 TW Ti:S pulse coupled into channel by parabolic mirror PM and di-
chroic mirror DM through hole in axicon. P3: weak 80 fs pulse to probe
ne(r ) in channel interferometrically. CCD1, 2 record guided mode and in-
terferograms imaged by lenses L1, L3, respectively. Inset: discharge circuit
used to preionize He; shaded area is pressurized to 2–3 atm N2.
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onto CCD2 by L3, evaluated by a Fourier-transform
method12 to extract the phase shift profile, then Abel
transformed13 to yield an electron density profilene(r ). Jitter
in the electronically adjusted delayDT1 between P1 and P2
is held to6200 ps accuracy by controlling the Ti:S oscillator
length with a piezoelectric transducer.

The inset shows the electrical discharge circuit used to
preionize the He. The charge on a 0.5 nF,.30 kV storage
capacitor C1 is held off by a spark gap~SG!, which is en-
closed in a sealed chamber that is pressurized with 2–3 atm
N2 and triggered by a synchronized 10 mJ, 8 ns laser pulse.
When SG conducts, charge flows onto a second capacitor
C2, thereby building up voltage across the 2 cm gap between
two knife-edge electrodes that protrude into the He backfill
near the axicon. The low inductance (,100 nH) circuit
builds up overvoltage quickly, triggering rapid (.30 ns)
breakdown of the He and depositing 100 mJ into a plasma
column ~conductivity s;0.1V21) of initial radius r i

.0.1 mm, which expands later tor f;1 mm, as seen in the
time integrated luminescence image~Fig. 1, inset!. From s
and r i we estimatene.1016cm23 and electron temperature
kTe.1 eV, sufficient to absorb.1% of the energy of P1 at
I 51013W/cm2 in 200–750 Torr He, which generates a
plasma filament over;1.5 cm of the preionized region. The
laser pulse formed no detectable filament without the dis-
charge. Precise spatial (620mm) and temporal (65 ns)

overlap of discharge with the laser pulse were found to be
essential.

Longer heating pulses of equal peak intensity should
produce equivalent plasma filaments from lower seedne .14

To produce such a pulse we inserted a 3 mmsolid fused
silica etalon before the Nd:YAG regenerative amplifier to
stretch the pulse to 400 ps and added one amplifier stage to
obtain up to 1.1 J. We observed that 0.6–1.1 J pulses create
plasma channels in He without any additional preseeding
device. Onlyne;1010cm23 is required to seed efficient ava-
lanche ionization of our interaction region by this laser pulse.
Nevertheless, our 400 ps pulse cannot field ionize15 even this
density in pure He. Since our chamber base pressure is
;10 mTorr, field ionization of lowI P trace contaminants
evidently supplies the seed electrons. For 100 ps pulses
much higher partial pressure of lowI P ~but not fully ioniz-
able! contaminants must be introduced.6,7

Figures 2~a! and 2~b! show interferograms, and Figs.
2~c!, and 2~d! correspondingne(r ) profiles, of filaments
formed in 750 Torr He atDT35200 ps and 6 ns after the
peak of a 400 ps pulse. The 200 ps profile shows a 10mm
radius plasma column of averagene5631019cm23, i.e.,
fully ionizedHe, immediately following the Nd:YAG pulse.
An electron shockwave then spreads out radially, creating
thene(r ) profile in Fig. 2~d!, which contains nearly the same
integrated number*2prne(r )dr of electrons per unit length
as Fig. 2~c!. When this profile is approximated by a parabola,
the dashed curve in Fig. 2~d! shows the intensity profile of
the lowest-order Gaussian mode (e22 radius w0514mm)
expected to be stably guided.

Figure 3~a! shows images of the transverse mode of P2
as the object plane of L1 was translated 0–4 mm from the
focus of P2 with no channel present, and thus shows the
expanding mode of a normal vacuum focus. The data in Fig.

FIG. 2. Typical interferograms~a!, ~b! of He channels and corresponding
ne(r ) in cm23 ~c!, ~d! for DT35200 ps andDT356 ns. Note the different
scales on panel c vs d. Dotted curve in d: predicted guided mode in para-
bolic approximation (w0514mm), dashed lines:e22 width of the measured
mode (w058 mm).

FIG. 3. Images of~a! expanding unguided transverse laser modes at posi-
tions 0–4 mm and~b! exiting He guided mode at 12 mm after the vacuum
focus. Insets~c! and~d!: difference spectra of Ti:S laser pulse after channel
in Ar @~c! (2d2) 200 Torr, (2* 2) 100 Torr, (2¹2) 50 Torr# and@He
~d! (2d2) 750 Torr, (2* 2) 630 Torr# backfill pressures. Squares: un-
channeled pulses in 200 Torr Ar; 750 Torr He. Insets in~c!, ~d!: isointensity
contours corresponding to ionization levels of Ar, He, respectively, for Ti:S
pulses focused toI guided5231017 W/cm2. Dashed curve: boundaries of
plasma channel.
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3~b! show the mode near the channel exit, at a location
;12 mm from the focus, which is a typical exiting guided
mode of radiusw0;8 mm which we measure to contain 50%
of the energy of the entering pulse, implying guided intensity
I guided5231017W/cm2. The discrepancy with the expected
14 mm mode diameter ~which implies I guided50.6
31017W/cm2) may originate from uncertainty in the Abel-
transformedne(r ), but is not quantitatively understood. Thus
we estimateI guided51.360.731017W/cm2.

In order to evaluate ionization-induced distortion, we
compared the spectral blueshifts of intense (I 52
31017W/cm2) pulses exiting Ar, Ne, N2, and He channels of
varying density. The results for Ar and He are shown by the
differential power spectraDI (l)5I exit(l)2I in(l) in Figs.
3~c! and 3~d!, respectively. We compare He pressures four
times larger than corresponding Ar pressures to keep the
electron number approximately the same. When the incident
pulses were focused into neutral gas without a channel, we
observed substantial ionization-induced blueshifts for all
gases, as shown by the open squares in Figs. 3~c! and 3~d!.
Intense guided pulses exiting 1.5 cm long~or 60 Rayleigh
lengths forw058 mm) Ar channels were also strongly blue-
shifted throughout the investigated density range, as shown
by the remaining data sets in Fig. 3~c!. Very similar results
were obtained for Ne and N2 channels. On the other hand,
identical pulses exiting He channels showed significantly
weaker blueshifts@stars, Fig. 3~d!# or, in some cases, no de-
tectable blueshift whatsoever@filled circles, Fig. 3~d!#.

The persistent blueshifts observed with Ar~Ne, N2)
channels can be attributed in part to ionization within the
channel. Since the energy to strip the outer shell of Ar~Ne,
N2) is much higher than that required to fully ionize He, the
Nd:YAG pulse evidently leaves that channel only partially
ionized.

In addition, the focusing pulse ionizes neutral Ar while
approaching the channel entrance. The inset of Fig. 3~c!
shows that the isointensity contours~solid curves! corre-
sponding to various field-ionization levels of Ar extend as
much as 17 Rayleigh lengths into the neutral Ar preceding
the plasma column ~dashed curve! for I guided52
31017W/cm2. Ionizing propagation through this distance
~mirrored at the exit! creates blueshifts approaching those of
the unchanneled pulse. Both sources contribute to the ob-
served blueshifts, although the present results do not distin-
guish their relative importance quantitatively.

For He channels, on the other hand, the full ionization
evident from interferometry eliminates blueshifting within
the channel. Equally important, the isointensity contours cor-
responding to field-ionization levels are much smaller than
for Ar. In fact, as shown by the inset of Fig. 3~d!, they fit

approximately within the 50mm radius plasma column
present atDT356 ns. Thus, with strategic adjustment of the
focus of P2, ionization-induced distortions in the entrance
region can be almost completely eliminated, as suggested by
the result~filled circles! in Fig. 3~d!. For the results obtained
at pHe5630 Torr (2* 2), although the interferometer still
indicated full ionization in the middle of the channel, a
shorter channel formed. However, the focus of P2 was not
moved, and thus no longer coupled to a preionized position.
The weak spectral distortion observed in this case can there-
fore be attributed to ionization in the end region. Similar
distortions were observed as the focus of P2 was translated
along the channel axis. At intensites>1018W/cm2, relativ-
isitic plasma nonlinearities begin to distort the pulse.16

In summary, we have demonstrated that intense ultra-
short pulses couple into, guide atI 51.360.731017W/cm2

and couple out of a fully ionized, 1.5 cm long plasma chan-
nel formed in a He backfill without spectral distortion. The
channel-forming techniques used here are scalable to channel
lengths of;10 cm. This will enable studies of laser wake-
field acceleration into and beyond the dephasing limit17 for
ne<1018cm23.
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